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Big Picture Economic Impacts from COVID-19
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How Will the State Approach P98 Gap
• Proposition 98 will be severely impacted by rapid degradation of state tax
receipts
• Considerations will be both financial and political:
• The overall size of the state revenue reductions and the resulting
impact on Proposition 98 ($18.3B)
• The size of interyear apportionment deferrals
• The size of non-LCFF Proposition 98 program cuts (preschool, grants)
• Relief from non-Proposition 98 funding sources such as the Budget
Stabilization Account (rainy day fund) for either revenue increases or
expenditure reduction
• LCFF rate reductions – CUTS
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Fiscal Realities For LEAs – Current Year
• Revenue – fairly stable; ADA held harmless; lottery and local down
• Expenditures – unplanned, extraordinary expenses are up
• Reserves – trending down from start of the pandemic
• Cash – was strong, will decline rapidly with a June apportionment deferral
• Key takeaway – update now
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Fiscal Realities For LEAs – Budget Year
• Revenue – Jan 10 proposals scrapped; rapid decline in state resources;
federal assistance; statutory COLA 2.31%, funded COLA ?; expect range
of -5% to -10% net reduction
• Expenditures – continued distance learning costs; potentially significant
physical distancing costs; some flexibility in regulations
• Reserves – need to maintain but likely trending down rapidly; they are one
of the puzzle pieces
• Cash – will continue to decline with a June+ apportionment deferral
• Key takeaway – possibility of budget revisions in fall based on updated
tax receipt data; LCAP delayed; big unknown is school year and
configuration
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Fiscal Realities For LEAs – Outyears
• Multiyear Financial Projections (MYFP) are critical.
• The effects of today’s operations and financial decisions are indelibly
printed on the future.
• All decisions should be made through the added lens of the MYFP and the
impact on the district’s overall financial health.
• Budget year (2020-21) will not reflect the full impact of the downward
spiral.
• Depending on the amount of time in a recessionary condition (“U-” or “Lshaped” recession it is likely that 2021-22 state tax receipts and COLA
calculations will be harder hit than 2020-21.
• Some thought partners see 2021-22 with additional 10%-15% reductions.
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FCMAT Guidance

www.FCMAT.org/COVID-19-Resources
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